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PARTNERSHIP RELEASE
Total Sec Ltd, the manufacturer of AUTHORITIES GEAR products, has today announced an exciting
new distribution partnership with T-OPS, a highly respected and well-established company based in
France.
The agreement involves the exclusive distribution of the AUTHORITIES GEAR brand in France. This
high-quality product brand contains bags, belts, cases, holders and vests for personal use.
AUTHORITIES GEAR is a trademark for a strong Finnish brand that has long been trusted by soldiers,
police officers, border guards, prison warders and private security professionals in Finland.
Kim Starck, Vice President Export of Total Sec Ltd states:
“When selecting re-seller and distribution partners around the world we are looking professionals in sales
that have good connections to local authorities. Even more important is that we have partners who trust
us and who we can trust. We are looking for partners that have precise understanding on what customers
need and who are willing to commit for keeping up high quality in every level. We truly believe that in TOPS we have found partner that has all these features. We are extremely excited to have T-OPS as our
distributor in France and we are looking forward to a strong long-term co-operation.”
T-OPS is respected company that is established in order to provide to the French Security Services a
new reference in the Homeland Security market. The commitment of T-OPS is to provide exclusive
products and system with very high level of quality and to answer to the operational need with unique or
uncommon technology.
“T-OPS is proud for its appointment as AUTHORITIES GEAR partner in France. The French authorities
and the local security market have an increasing demand for high quality products. We are confident that
excellent AUTHORITIES GEAR -products will be of great benefit to our governmental and civilian end
users.” Claude Philippe-Jolivel, President of T-OPS said.
T-OPS email: info@t-ops.fr / web: www.t-ops.fr / Phone: +33 (0)7 67 21 41 35 / Address: 142, rue Gabriel
Péri 94400 - Vitry Sur Seine - FRANCE
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